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Social loafing examples

26/04/2006 So easy to make and has a great slightly spicy flavor. You need to double the recipe to fit a regular bread pan and double the cooking time to 375 degrees. 24/09/2006 I used 1 lb of lean ground turkey and doubled the rest of the ingrediants. It took about 50 minutes to cook and I also added
fresh basil leaves on top of the bread about 3/4 of the way through cooking and some sliced roma tomatoes at the same time, made the fresh basil taste good too. As the recipe said, I added lemon pepper to taste and this bread is healthy and tasty. A winner. 21/09/2006 For all the not-so-positive
comments made about turkey bread, I have to say this... I haven't made this bread yet, but like the idea of salsa, so I'll try it. I do however ALWAYS and only make meatloaf using turkey. I also only use wheat germ to hold it all together (instead of breadcrumbs or crackers or something). Just replace the
same measure. Some may not like this texture, but my little family likes it and we usually eat it all in one meal. I also use a pound of turkey, and another egg. Just play with it, you'll understand it. Just keep in mind that it is really good for you and can make it just as delicious as your other meatloaf. I also
added a lot of garlic or worchestersire sauce. 07/03/2008 I was a little skeptical about it, but it came out really good. As suggested, I doubled all the ingredients except for the egg and baked for 60 minutes at 350. Also, I mixed a little ketchup and worcestershire sauce and brushed on top before cooking
which made a nice glaze. I would stay here again without a problem. 24/02/2006 My family loved this one. I also used 1 lb of turkey for an hour. Also instead of eggs, I used homemade egg beaters and salsa. I was so inundated with compliments and demand that I had to make a second one before the
end of the week! 23/07/2006 I have made this meatloaf for friends and family several times now and it is still a great success. I double the recipe and it's normally done in about an hour. Ideal with pineapple or other salsa fruit. 30/04/2008 Extremely delicious and easy! I basically tripled the ingredients
because I used a lb and a half. ground turkey. I made a good great meatloaf and fed a family of four, including 1 very hungry husband and 2 very hungry teenagers. There were only 1 ribbon left! I served it with the Green Beans with Breadcrumbs recipe listed on this site and both dishes were a huge
success with the family!! Will absolutely do this healthy again and again!!:) 21/07/2006 I love this meatloaf. I used 1 lb of turkey so I doubled the ingredients. It was a bit too liquid, so I added more breadcrumbs and baked for 45-1 hour. It was wonderful. 07/02/2003 Pretty good, but had to cook longer, like



40 minutes instead. Tried a 2nd with a little light barbecue sauce poured over a ditch on the and wow. That was good. 1 of 45 Healthy Turkey Bread SCARLETT74 2 of 45 LukesMommy Healthy Turkey Bread 3 of 45 Healthy Turkey Bread k Pud 4 of 45 Healthy Turkey Loaf Allrecipes Trusted Brands 5 of
45 Healthy Turkey Loaf Mominml 6 out of 45 Healthy Turkey Bread csbalcio 7 out of 45 JoeO 8 of 45 RosieSTOES Healthy Turkey Bread 9 of 45 Healthy Turkey Bread Ashes 10 of 45 Healthy Midnight Turkey Bread 45 Healthy Turkey Bread Anita Willie 12 of 45 Healthy Turkey Loaf Djbigcee2002 13 on
45 Healthy Turkey Bread Cass dulin 14 of 45 Healthy Turkey Bread Almond 15 of 45 carol Pappas Healthy Turkey Breads 16 of 45 healthy turkey loaves TENNISMO M 17 on 45 LukesMommy Healthy Turkey Bread 18 of 45 Healthy Turkey Bread Keith Brocar 19 of 45 Turkey Bread Jillian Kuhlmann 20
of 45 Ben McWhinney healthy turkey bread nestled in an alley off Mostyn St, this charismatic pub has printed walls, carpeted wood floors and an atmosphere of authentic bonhomie. Delicious dishes range from the traditional - iced Chinese pork belly, steak-and-Conwy-ale pie and their ilk - to the most
exotic, and there are plenty of good beers on tap and in kegs. Be the first to write down and review! © 2020 parents.com. All rights reserved. Printed from 29/11/2020, this link is to an external site that may or may not comply with accessibility guidelines. Our publishers independently research, test and
recommend the best products; you can learn more about our review process here. We may receive commissions on purchases made from our selected links. What we like is the rugged professional quality design prevents deformation What we don't like takeoff can be problematic if it's not greased/lined
properly No handles If you're looking for a professional-grade metal loaf mold, you'll love the robust feel of it. Made of aluminized steel, this pan has a reinforced rim and folded corners that help prevent deformation that can occur with lighter pans. Chicago Metallic's uncoated bread molds are workhorses
for us, says Clémence Gossett, owner of The Gourmandise cooking school in Santa Monica. The narrow base allows for a more vertical expansion, allowing for a larger bread. I prefer metal to ceramics for a more golden crust, or even more golden, on our fast yeast breads. The size of Chicago's metal
frying pan is perfect for baking babka, banana bread or sourdough bread worthy of a sandwich. Gossett's pro tip: line your stove with a single quarter parchment paper rather than greasing the pan makes it easier to take off and clean after cooking. What we like retains and distributes well non-reactive
heat with acidic foods resistant to odors, coloring and rust What we do not like requires adjusting cooking temperatures Must be well greased Can break with drastic temperature changes The transparency of glass bread dishes It's easy to evaluate the cooking of your baked goods, one of the reasons why
the Pyrex Clear Basics Glass Loaf Pan is an eternal favorite. The glass takes longer to heat in the oven, but stays very hot when it does, according to Los Angeles-based chef Leslie Durso. Since the glass distributes heat evenly, the outside and inside of your bread will cook fairly evenly as well. The glass
is also non-reactive, making it ideal for cooking recipes with tomatoes and citrus fruits. But cooking in a glass container requires some adaptation, as most recipes are written for metal pans. Durso notes that when using glass, you will need to adjust the temperature that your recipe requires. You'll want to
lower the oven temperature by 25 degrees and cook a little longer, she says. It also warns against exposing the pan to drastic temperature changes, as it could break from thermal shock by immediately going from hot to cold, never putting a hot glass pan in your refrigerator or freezer! What we like Light
Cools pretty inexpensive quickly and releases food easily Dishwasher and microwave safe What we do not like safe only 430 degrees Can potentially be damaged by sharp silicone bakeware utensils is a favorite in Europe and has been used for years, especially for specialty pans and molds , as
traditional metal counterparts require greasing and waxing. Made of food-grade silicone, this Trudeau bread pan is perfect for those who want a light, easy-to-clean pan that doesn't require extra steps to prepare the surface for use. This innovative design combines the stability of traditional baking utensils
with non-stick and easy-to-clean material, with no utensils needed to remove your bread from its pastry pan. This material cools quickly and resists heat shocks, allowing you to switch from the oven to the freezer and back. The only drawbacks: This pan is only going in the oven up to 430 degrees, and the
sharp tools can damage the pan. What we love beautiful design and variety of colors Stoneware keeps the heat evenly safe for the oven, grill, freezer and microwave Easy to clean What we do not like expensive bulky to store can chip if fallen or hit on a hard surface The brand Le Creuset could be better
known for its vibrant Dutch thickening ovens , but its sandstone collection also works exceptionally well. Ceramics heat evenly and can very robust, says Durso, who likes to use his Le Creuset bread pan for baking bread. Bonus points for the beautiful pop of color it can give to your kitchen! The Heritage
Loaf stove, made of high-cooking sandstone, is a solid addition to your pastry collection and is beautiful to boot. This vintage-inspired design features elegant scalloped handles for easy transport from oven to table, and is available in a number of colors. Thanks to a durable enamel-glaze finish, it will
withstand stains, odours and scratches and is also easy to It is safe for use in the oven, freezer, and microwave, and can withstand up to 500 degrees. What we love durable non-stick has handles for easier transport Affordable price What we don't like non-stick coating can scratch or peel Hand-wash
recommended Wilton is a well-recognized brand when it comes to bakeware, and this popular pan is a great example of why: It works well at an unbeatable price. This sturdy loaf mould is made from carbon steel, giving it enough weight and structure to prevent deformation. Its reinforced non-stick
surface ensures that your baked goods will be easily released and that cleaning will require very little effort. Durso calls the Wilton Perfect Results go-to pan, thanks to its excellent thermal conduction for even cooking. This model is slightly larger than your traditional bread pan, allowing a 25 percent larger
bread (about 2 pounds). It's great for making family-sized or shortbread sandwich buns for a crowd! What we like ideal for cooking gift Cooking Performance similar to larger Wilton pans What we don't like recommended hand washing Difficult to manage with oven mitts Another Wilton winning product, the
straight non-stick Mini Bread Pan recipe, is a perfect choice for those who prefer to work with smaller amounts or want to give away their baked goods. With an equally heavy feel and robust construction, these small pans still function as the largest pans, cooking evenly and providing excellent thermal
conduction and browning. The capacity of this set is equivalent to a life-size bread, so no need to recalculate your original recipe, just distribute it in all three pans. These mini-size bread moulds can also fit directly into a countertop oven or air fryer. The non-stick coating will give you an easy release and
cleaning (it is safe dishwasher, but it is hand washing is highly recommended to preserve non-stick capacity). What we like allows a healthier version of Meatloaf Cooked uniformly guaranteed for life from the manufacturer What we don't like While one could argue that any bread mold is suitable for
meatloaf, the Chicago Metallic Non-Stick Healthy Meatloaf Set will level your meatloaf-making. Made of aluminized steel, it consists of a frying pan and a perforated insert that keeps the bread elevated and allows excess fat to flow during cooking. Thanks to a non-stick coating and the lifting tray, it is easy
to remove and serve your bread preferred (or meat-free) without making a mess, just remove the bread from the pan and slide it on a serving plate to slice it. The non-stick finish also makes cleaning quite effortless, no scouring required. The author of this play, Bernadette Machard de Gramont,
specializes in global food and wine production. She interviewed two culinary experts for this piece and grew up baking banana bread in Pyrex bread molds. She personally used Wilton bread moulds (large and and also likes his Heritage Bread Mold the Crucible to make four-quarters, the French version
of the book cake.  Cake. 
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